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2 General and Historical 

 Introduction 

JOUET DE PARIS - Écartement der 25mm. 

This is the official brand name of this toy train, commonly named JEP S Gauge. 

When we talk about "S gauge" most toy train enthusiasts look sour: for the H0 collectors too big, for the gauge 0 collectors too 

small. And those who know a bit more have already heard about American Flyer (AF) from the US. American Flyer was the first 

manufacturer to combine the 1:64 scale to 22,5mm gauge. They called this S Gauge. On the contrary to the common 3-rail-track 

AF used a 2-rail-track. They promoted it as much more realistic. 

However, besides JEP and AF there is a large number of historic and modern manufacturers who have produced toy and model 

trains in S gauge. 

In my home-country Germany the pretty toy trains in S gauge made by the French manufacturer JEP are nearly unknown. Even in 

France these trains are rarely known. They were produced from 1952 to 1960 only. 

Some years ago I started to learn about JEP S gauge and began collecting it. Up to now my collection contains all items JEP had 

produced for this gauge. There are only two exceptions: one is a railway crossing that was shown in the catalogues but was never 

produced. It was replaced by a German KIBRI license production which is in my collection. The second missing item is the 

special rail for this KIBRI crossing. 

In October, 2019 my large JEP S gauge layout had its premiere at the Berlin exhibition. Later on it had been shown at 

Callenberg/Saxony and Gaggenau/Baden-Wurttemberg. It was exhibited supplemented by a lot of original boxes including their 

contents. 

In this context I want to thank two of my collector pals: 

Steffen Claus from Grimma/Germany made me collect JEP S gauge by showing me some nice rolling stock. 

Fred van der Lubbe/The Netherlands commented and corrected the structure of my collection with his great knowledge of toy 

trains until my collection reached its status of today. 

At the moment my complete collection including the layout is unique in Germany. So, the idea arose to write an eBook on my 

collection. This eBook is a co-production. Me, Claudia Nagel, and the Dutch toy train collector Fred van der Lubbe have created 

it. The funny thing is that we have never met. Neither personally nor online nor by telephone. E-mail was the only instrument to 

create this book! 

 

 History 

The company LE JOUET DE PARIS (Later called JEP) was founded in 1902 as a merger of several smaller toy manufacturers; in 

1909 the larger manufacturer "Société Industrielle de Ferblanterie", founded in 1899, was added. 

Until its end in 1968, JEP was the most important manufacturer of (tin) toys in France. Their range of products was so wide that it 

is impossible to list it up here. 

In 1950 or 1951 JEP sent some employees to the US to gain information concerning S gauge. This gauge was booming in the US! 

Together with the Allied Forces this boom also reached Western Europe. After KARL BUB in the Federal Republic of Germany 

and before STADTILM in the German Democratic Republic JEP wanted to introduce S gauge on the French market as well. Thus 

many pretty trains were created. But still we don't know why JEP issued many instruction manuals and other papers for their S 

gauge bilingual - in French and English. Did they aim at export markets? Unfortunately their plans did not work out and JEP 

ended their S gauge in 1960. In 1961 they filled the remaining boxes and sold out all their S items until the end of 1962. 

The following chapters will introduce the trains and their equipment in details. JEP was ambitious with this gauge! They wanted 

to come as near as possible to reality. But at the same time they promoted their S gauge as "réclamé" - we would call it "low 

budget". 

The catalogue from 1955 mentioned the benefits of this S gauge, probably copied from an American Flyer brochure: you will 

need less room for a layout compared to gauge 0, we can provide you with rolling stock true to scale which is not too big, 2-rail-

track is more realistic than 3-rail-track. 
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JEP mentioned rolling stock true to scale but 

they did not make any. Typically JEP, they 

produced trains in S gauge but in different 

sizes. See picture on the left: three cars in 

three different sizes. So for one gauge JEP 

made three different sizes, which they also 

did for 0 Gauge! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In one of the catalogues JEP described their 

range of products, i.e. gauges 0, S and H0. 

They advised their clients as "young 

engineers". The advice for S gauge read as 

follows: "Gauge S - If your budget is low or 

you are still very young and are beginning 

with trains, you will get familiar with 

electric trains at low cost by using S gauge. 

You can create all kinds of different 

layouts, including sidings and crossings, 

with only four different elements of track." 

 

And the most memorable advertising 

sentence was 

S Gauge trains are trains for youngsters! 
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3 Locomotives  

It all started with a modification of the trolley that originally was part of the JEP "Mignon" gauge 00 system (1926-1934). 

 

This railcar was produced again in 1952. It got modified a bit by removing the bow-collector and adjusted to S gauge. The new 

railcar was produced from 1952 to 1955 and was catalogued under Ref.No. 4350. It was sold in a start-set either with rails or with 

rails and accessories or with trailer, rails and accessories. The railcar runs by clockwork. 

 

The trailer is the rarest item of all the JEP S gauge! Up to now we don't know for sure whether it has been produced for S gauge. 

All the items that have been found were made for 28 mm gauge. 
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In 1953 a pretty streamlined steam locomotive and  

tender was released. 

It was made from lithographed tinplate and had a 

clockwork motor. This locomotive was produced 

from 1953 to 1959 with Ref.No. 4211. It was never 

available as a single item but only  in a train set with 

tinplate cars of 11 cm length, rails and accessories. 

The streamlined locomotives that JEP has produced 

in 0 and S gauge don't follow a real prototype, 

however, according to Clive Lamming, two different 

types are recognized. An American type, looking a 

bit like the American New York Central 

Commodore Vanderbilt steamliner, and a French 

type which looks like a combination of French 

NORD and ETAT steamliners. 

 

 

Also in 1953 there was 

another clockwork steam 

loco released with a 

locomotive body of plastic. 

 

 

 

This one had a tinplate tender and is quite a rare item today. It 

was produced until 1957 with Ref.No. 4224. 

The loco/tender came within starter sets as well as a separately 

boxed item. 
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The same locomotive body was released in 1954 in an electric version. It had the JEP motor and a mushroom shaped electrical 

pick-up.  

 

 

 

It was produced until 1960, the end of JEP S gauge with Ref.No. 5824. This locomotive was available in train sets as well as sold 

separately. It shows a simple four wheel type but it anyway resembles the SNCF 141P Mikado 2-8-2 locomotive. The SNCF 141P 

was also the prototype for the last and rarest JEP 0 gauge locomotive. 

The passenger cars with a length of 12 cm were combined with these locos. 
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From 1954 on electric outline locomotives 

with plastic housings were produced. These 

plastic housings all were green but varied 

slightly according to their different types of 

motors.  

≥ medium green with the DISTLER Motor 

from 1957 on and quite often to find. 

≥ dark green with a clockwork motor from 

1954 on and rare to find. 

≥ light green with the strong JEP motor with 

the mushroom shaped electrical pick-up from 

1954 to 1958. 

 

They all had the same Ref.No. 5822 and were 

produced from 1954 to 1960, the end of the 

JEP S gauge production. This small 

locomotive on four wheels was based on the 

SNCF BB 8100. JEP also used this SNCF 

prototype for various of their 0 gauge 

locomotives. The SNCF BB 8100 was a 

French class of 1500-VDC 8-wheel electric 

locomotives which ran on the "Imperial"  

railway line from Paris to Lyon. 
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4 Rolling Stock 

In 1953, the year the tinplate streamlined locomotive was issued, there also came a green 4-wheel passenger car of the 11cm 

series. 

 

That green passenger car has the Ref.No. 4211, like the locomotive. It has never been sold as a single item but only in two sets 

(Ref.No. 4211.1 and Ref.No. 4211.22) with the streamlined locomotive and optionally with accessories.  

Also in this 11cm series there came a red SNCF postal van. 

 

In 1956 two different 4-wheel passenger cars in the 12cm series were issued. A Pullman car in blue and cream, Ref.No. 4221.V 

and a dining car in blue, Ref.No. 4221.R. Both of them wore a CIWL livery. These cars were produced until 1960 and with their 

length of 12cm they belong to the medium size. The blue dining car is a rare item and very much sought after! 
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In this series of 12 cm cars also a red postal van was made lettered for the railway company PO (Paris-Orléans). On this photo you 

can quite clearly recognize the size difference between the cars of the 11cm (right) and 12cm series (left). 

 

The red postal van was also produced from 1956 to 1960 and has the Ref.No. 4221P. The three 12 cm cars have never been sold 

separately but always belonged to a starter set or - quite rare to find - to a three-item pack Ref.No. 4221PVR (see chapter 8.2). 

In 1958, the series of the two-axle 12cm wagons was enlarged again. A covered grey goods wagon Ref.No. 4267 and a STEF 

refrigerator wagon Ref.No. 4266 were introduced. 

 

These two wagons were produced until 1960 and have only been sold as single items. 

In 1957, a new series of large passenger coaches was released. This introduced a third size! These coaches were 20cm long and 

ran on two-axle plastic bogies. In the catalogues they were listed as "Pullman Cars" - which is wrong but made them apparently  

more attractive to buy.
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A green 1st and 2nd class passenger coach has Ref.No. 4241V. Ref.No. 4241S is a blue CIWL sleeping car. Ref.No. 4241M is a 

green 2nd class passenger combined with baggage compartment. This mixed car is also very rare and hard to find!! 

In 1958, a grey low sided open wagon was added to this series. Loading and unloading this wagon gave more play fun with JEP S 

gauge! JEP probably wanted to improve the sales of their S gauge production. 

 

This open wagon has Ref.No. 4291 and ran also on two-axle bogies.  

The three passenger coaches of the 20cm series were sold as separate items as well as with starter sets. The open wagon was only 

sold as a separate item. All four cars were produced until 1960..  

All JEP S gauge rolling stock and tenders were made from lithographed tinplate and have plastic wheels. The coupling hooks are 

from pressed iron sheet. Unfortunately they got lost quite often. The loops of the cars which belong to the two smaller series of 11 

and 12 cm are part of their tinplate chassis. They also broke off quite often. So collectors and operators of JEP S gauge have to do 

a lot of repair work to their rolling stock. 

All JEP S gauge cars - except the open wagon – are based on bodies modelled on the SNCF DEV waggon. These green steel DEV 

cars (DEV = division des études de voitures) were French railway coaches for long- distance trains after WWII. Sure, the green 

passenger car with the two-axle bogies looks most prototypical. However, the bodies of the covered goods wagon and the white 

STEF refrigerator waggon are also very similar to the DEV design. 
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5 Rails and Points  

JEP designed and made their rails for S gauge very efficiently. 

There is only a small variety of curved rails and only one length of straight rail. For electric use the outer rail has been insulated 

by cardboard or fibre. The rails for clockwork use have not been insulated at all. The sleepers of the first series were galvanized. 

The sleepers of the following series were burnished. All sleepers had holes such that the rails could be fastened onto the layout. 

The number of sleepers per length of rail varies due to different manufacturing periods. 
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However, the rails of the railcar does not follow this system. The diameter of  a circle of rails is smaller and the sleepers are 

canted to compensate the centrifugal force of the small diameter. So the rails of the railcar do not match with the other JEP S 

gauge rails! 

    

 

There is only one kind of points, i.e. "wye" shaped.  

That causes quite a limited track 

geometry on any layout. The points are 

made of plastic and work manually. 

They are made for electric use but can as 

well be used by clockwork trains. Points 

were accessories. They were mostly sold 

as single items. Only the starter sets JEP 

4S and JEP 14S contained points. The 

control levers are very delicate and break 

off quite easily. So you will often find 

defective points.  

 

 

 

 

 

With Ref.No. AE-25 they were sold in a box 

as a single point. Ref.No. BA-25 is an 

extremely rare supplementary set which also 

contained two points (see 8.2). 
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6 Level Crossing 

In the catalogues for S gauge, JEP shows a drawing of a barrier-free level crossing with Ref.No. 13-25. However, to the best of 

my knowledge, this level crossing was never built. I searched for a long time and also asked other S gauge collectors, without 

success! In the price list from 1958 the level crossing Ref.No. 13-25 stated as "En preparation" - in preparation. It is also still 

shown in the 1959 catalogue, while the price list of the same year already mentions the level crossing with Ref.No. 66-04 from 

KIBRI. In 1960 the level crossing 13-25 disappeared completely from the catalogue and price list! 

 

Instead, they turned to the well-known level crossing from KIBRI, which was manufactured and packaged under license for JEP 

(Ref.No.66-04). 

 

This KIBRI level crossing was produced identically and also under license for JEP H0 gauge! 

Only the sticker on the sales box shows a small letter S for S gauge above the 

lettering for H0. 

 

 

 

Since the groove for the track fits very well for H0, but 

not for S, a special rail was needed to insert in the level 

crossing to be able to drive on it. In the catalogue this rail 

is with Ref.No. D8EP mentioned. This rail is the only 

piece that is still missing from my collection. I've been 

looking for it in vain for years! So I suspect you had to 

tinker it yourself by cutting and adjusting a straight rail. 
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7 Transformers, Battery Controllers and Terminal Connecting Plate 

There were several transformers and battery boxes for the JEP S gauge. They were mostly included in the train sets. Some 

transformers could also be bought individually. 

Since the electrical power network in France was 110-130V until the 1960s, we mostly find transformers for this voltage. 

The electric steam locomotives and early electric locomotives with mushroom shaped power pick-ups include Bakelite 

transformers in black-green with brown cables and JEP plugs. Later these were also delivered converted to 220V. 

The pictures show a damaged brown original cable with JEP 

plug and the transformer after repair with a new cable and plug. 

 

    

The sets of electric locomotives with Distler motors (right) included light green plastic 

transformers with direction changeover (photo below). These transformers were not 

very reliable. Often their case melted and warped.  
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Therefore, two transformers for 110V and 220V were later offered 

separately, which could supply two circuits on one system. These 

were the "Grand Transformateur" Ref.No. 5348 (photo on the right) 

and the transformer "Poste Secondaire" Ref.No. 5308 (photo below). 

A circuit diagram was enclosed with them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Another type of power supply for the electric locomotive with a Distler motor was provided from 1957 by a flat battery with a 

capacity of 4.5V, which was housed in a controller housing / battery box. These controllers were always part of a train set, which 

was also accompanied by a circuit diagram. So far they are known in red and dark green sheet metal. A book about LR states that 

these battery boxes were taken over from LR in 1956 after JEP bought the Louis Roussy company. Only the tools for this battery 

box were provided with the JEP logo and continued to be used. All other LR products were discontinued. 

 

 

All types of power supply were attached to the rail with a 

special terminal connecting plate (TRAVERSE PRISE DE 

COURANT). These plates were included in the electrical train  

sets. However, they could also be bought separately in order 

to feed the power at several places in a layout.  
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8 Packaging 

In some boxes of the JEP S gauge we find small packing slips. These documented the final inspection before a box left the 

factory. A single-digit number is printed in black on the right-hand side of the slip of paper. This number indicates the year in 

which the box was filled - e.g. 7 for a box from 1957. In front of it there is usually a purple stamp with the exact date - e.g. 12-9. 

That means September 12th. 

Of course, these packing slips were easily lost. The JEP S gauge was a toy railway and was not seen as a collector's item. That's 

why I'm always happy when a box comes with such a small packing slip. This allows the box to be clearly dated. 

Almost all of the original boxes were in very poor condition. They had to be repaired and partially supplemented. I carried out the 

repairs so that the original and the additions can be recognised. 

These original boxes are in my view the really interesting thing about collecting JEP S gauge! They are available in blue, green, 

yellow, red, grey and patterned. I was only able to partially explain whether the sequence of colours follows a system. And there 

are also different box lid pictures. 

 Boxed Train Sets 

JEP's S gauge was sold in train sets from the very beginning. There are many different train sets with or without accessories, both 

for clockwork operation and for electric trains. There were also boxes with individual pieces to complement the railway system. 

 Patterned and Sand Coloured Boxes 

The first item made of the JEP S gauge was the railcar with the designation "Automotrice Nord". It was only made in 1952 and 

has an interesting past. 

Originally, this rail car was a trolley car with functioning overhead lines which was part from 1926 to 1934 of the 00 gauge 

system of the JeP "Mignon" railway. After 1945 it was modified and, among other things, set up for the 28mm gauge. There it 

came as a clockwork driven railcar with a trailer. 

In 1952 the railcar was changed again a little and set up for the S gauge. It was available in small packs with and without 

accessories and each with a circle of rails. The box is made of colourfully patterned cardboard with the JEP logo. 

Here is the sand-coloured box with Ref.No. 

4350-21 of July 20, 1952.  

The set contains the railcar with wind-up key 

and a circle of three clockwork rails. A train 

station, two signals and four railway 

employees are also available as attractive 

accessories. Everything made from 

colourfully lithographed tinplate. 

This set is very rare! 
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It has not yet been clarified why there are two different types of mechanisms for the movement of the railcar. One version has a 

fixed key and an eyelet for the trailer. The second version has a removable key and is without an eyelet. I suspect that the first 

version is the older and was initially built for the 28mm gauge. 

 I have not yet found an original box for the 

railcar plus trailer and I am in doubt whether 

there is one at all. So I built one myself! 
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The sand-coloured box Ref.No. 4211-1 was 

launched in 1953 and sold until 1959. It is 

therefore one of the very early sets, because 

after the railcar in 1952, series production of 

JEP S gauge trains began in 1953. 

 

This box contains the tinplate streamlined 

mechanical steam locomotive with its tender 

and a green 11 cm passenger car. The rail circle 

consists of four large clockwork rails. The set 

also contains two railway employees. 

The box is very rare and difficult to find. That's why I added it to my collection even in this poor condition. 
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 YELLOW Boxes 

Yellow cardboard boxes are often found. They can contain from a simple train set to a well-equipped set with accessories. And 

they were available for both clockwork and electrical trains. I have not yet found out why the yellow colour was used during this 

period. 

 

This "Coffret" came from France in a beautiful state of 

preservation. It has catalogue number 5824-3, indicating that 

there are three coaches in this set. Vehicles and rails are 

obviously not played with. Unfortunately the transformer is missing. 

The steam locomotive and tender are 

cat.-no. 4221 and were manufactured 

1953-1957.  

Only the yellow cardboard box with 

the cover image used for H0 trains can 

be dated to around 1960 at the very 

end of the JEP S gauge. From then the 

discontinued S-scale production was 

packed in other cardboard boxes. 

Probably because they didn't want to 

make new boxes for the small 

remaining quantity.  

 

 

 

A very nice gift box was the Ref.No. 4211-22 

made from 1953 to 1959. A version from 

around 1956 can be seen here. 
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The box contains a mechanical steam 

locomotive with tender, both made of tinplate, 

and a wind-up key. A postal van in red and a 

passenger car in green, both from the first 

series of 11cm wagons, are included. The train 

runs on four curved and two straight 

clockwork rails. The accessories are pretty: a 

small train stop, a water tower and a two-part 

tunnel. Everything is made from colourfully 

lithographed sheet metal. 

 

 

 

 

This train set also bears the Ref.No. 4211-22. However, 

it belongs to a late version from 1959. This can be 

recognized by the cover image that was used by JEP at 

the end of production of the S gauge.  

 

 

The content is identical to the previous box. Unfortunately, the locomotive lacks the wheels and mechanism and the bottom of the 

box is not original either. I made a replacement. 
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A very nice train set was, with Ref.No. 4221-22, only 

sold in 1953 and 1954. Here we find a train with 

plenty of accessories to equip a small layout. 

 

 

 

The mechanical steam locomotive is made of plastic and is rarely found. It has a tinplate tender and a wind-up key is also 

included. In terms of rolling stock, there is the Ref.No. 4221.P postal van and the salon car 4221.V. All of this runs on 8 curved 

and 4 straight clockwork rails. 

The other accessories are also made of lithographed tinplate. There is a small station, two bridge arches, a two-part tunnel, a signal 

bell, a water crane, a lamp post, a signal and four different railway employees. 

These accessories were not specially manufactured by JEP for the S gauge, but taken from the 0 gauge. The S gauge is not a 

model railway, but a toy railway. Hence, scale was not important. 
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 A small starter set is the Ref.No. 4222-2.  

 

It was made from 1954 to 1956. The clockwork-

powered electric locomotive is rarely found. Here 

she comes with her winding key and “matching 

train": a saloon car in blue and cream Ref.No. 

4221.V and the red postal van Ref.No. 4221.P 

The little train travels on 8 curved clockwork rails. 
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So far I have found the gift box with Ref.No. 4211-22 in three 

different versions. Here is the last version, with rails with 

burnished sleepers. The yellow box made of very soft 

cardboard has a cover image, but no sticker with the reference 

number. The packing slip indicates 1960 as the year it was 

made. Can that be possible? The two white sheet metal fence 

elements that are otherwise only found in another set are 

interesting in this pack. 
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 Present twice with me is the starter set Ref.No. 5824-3.  

It was only sold in 1954/55. The box contains the electric 

steam locomotive with tender, a blue dining car, a Pullman 

car in blue and cream and the red postal van. The light green 

5328 is included as a transformer. I suspect that it was added 

later and that the dark green Bakelite transformer actually belongs to it. My second set is missing the transformer. A connecting 

plate brings the power to 8 small radius curved and 4 straight rails. 

 

The starter set Ref.No. 5822-2 is available three times in my collection, one each from 1954, 1957 and 1958. All sets have the 

same content. Here I show the set from 1957. It 

contains the electric  locomotive with the mushroom 

shaped electrical pick-up, a saloon car in blue and 

cream, a red postal van and the dark green Bakelite 

transformer with connector. The train runs on 8 

small radius curved and 6 straight rails. 
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Of the train set Ref.No. 5824-1 there are two in my collection. 

The version from 1954 contains the electric steam locomotive 

with tender and a saloon car in blue and cream. The dark green 

Bakelite transformer is for 110-130 V. A connection plate brings 

the current to a circle of 8 small radius curved rails. There is also 

a four-page operating manual in French and English. 
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My second set 5824-1 is according to the packing slip from September 1958. The contents are identical to the set from 1954. 

However, here the transformer has been converted to 220V at the factory. The cable was renewed by me. 
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At the beginning of February 2022 I was able to purchase another yellow box. The Ref.No. 4222-22 from November 1955 

contains the rare electric locomotive with clockwork and key, a cream-blue Pullman car and the red P.O. mail van. The box is 

richly equipped with rails, station, bridge parts, bell, water crane, 4 railway employees, signal and warning board as well as a two-

part tunnel. 

 

 

This box 4222-22 

is in pristine 

condition and 

appears to have 

hardly been played 

with. It is a rare 

example because it 

was only made in 

1955. 

I am very happy 

that it has come 

into my collection. 

 

 

 

 

 

At the end of JEP S gauge, around 1959/60, the yellow boxes changed. The colour stayed the same, but now the quality of the 

cardboard was much worse. It was soft and without the shiny surface. Those last boxes were very unstable and therefore difficult 

to find today. Probably the end of this product line had already been planned and JEP no longer wanted to put expensive 

packaging on the rest of the trains. 
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 GREEN Boxes 

The green boxes can also be found every now and then. They are available in different shades of green and with different cover 

images. They came on the market as packaging for clockwork sets as well as for electric trains. 

This box with the Ref.No. 5322-3 is from October 1959, 

almost at the end of the JEP S gauge, so the rails with 

the burnished sleepers are included here. It contains the 

electric locomotive with the Distler motor and three 

coaches from the 12cm series. Even in 1959 there were 

still mains power networks with 110-130 volts in France. 

So here we find the light green transformer with the 

connecting plate. 
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This box with the Ref.No. 5222-R is from April 1957. It still contains the 

rails with the zinc-plated sleepers. The power supply of the locomotive 

with the Distler motor is done by means of a 4.5 volt flat battery. A 

switchable battery box and connector as well as instructions are included. 

The blue sleeping car is the only piece of rolling stock in this set.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The inside of the lid contains a sticker with track plans. 
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This box labeled JEP 2S was made only in 1960. It contains the 

rare clockwork driven electric locomotive, a blue sleeping car, 

clockwork rails and a curious wind-up key. I think this one is not 

original! The track plans are also present at the inside of the  

cardboard cover. 
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This green box also bears the Ref.No. 5222-R. It was 

produced from 1957-1959 and is equipped differently. 

It includes the electric locomotive with a Distler motor,  

a green passenger and a blue sleeping car. The box also 

contains a circle of rails, transformer, connecting plate 

and track plans in the cardboard lid. 
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This box also bears the Ref.No. 5222-R. 

It was only made in 1959. It contains the 

electric locomotive with a Distler motor, 

a blue sleeping car, a circle of rails and a 

connecting plate. Unfortunately the 

battery box is missing! The well-known 

track plans are in the cardboard lid. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

This box with the inscription JEP 12S was 

manufactured according to Clive 

Lamming from 1958-1961, so belongs to 

the very late pieces of the JEP S gauge. It 

contains the clockwork driven steam 

locomotive with tender (Ref.No. 4224).   

A wind-up key and the operating 

instructions for the locomotive are 

included, as well as the large sleeping car 

in blue and a circle of large radius 

clockwork rails. The yellow inner 

cardboard of the box was missing. I added 

it in light green. Otherwise this box is in 

perfect condition, which is rare! 
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Under my green boxes there is also 

one with a "cuckoo's egg"! 

From France I bought a box of JEP-2S 

with a special content. It is a 

JOUSTRA railcar trailer. The Joustra 

company (Jouets de Strasbourg) 

manufactured tin toys from 1934 to 

around 1990, including a few railway 

items; with catalogue number 805 a 

mechanical railcar with a trailer was 

made. It runs on a circle of rails, the 

gauge of which is compatible with the 

JEP S gauge. That's why the previous French owner integrated this trailer into the box! The Joustra-Set 805 was produced from 

1950. Railcars and trailers were available in red, blue and green - each with a tunnel, signals and a circle of rails.  
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 RED Boxes 

The seldom found red cardboard boxes contain trains that were sold as special editions through large department store chains. 

Would that be since JEP discovered that S gauge was not selling as well as hoped?  At first I was only able to find three of these 

red boxes. One was sold through the Galeries Lafayette Paris, a second through the Galeries Lafayette Marseille and a third 

through the Nouvelles Galeries.  

The first red box bears the 

Ref.No. 5322-2 G.L. and was 

specially made for the 

Galeries Lafayette Paris.  

 

 

 

 

 It contains an electric 

locomotive with a Distler motor and two large passenger coaches. In 

addition there is a light green transformer Ref.No. 5328, rails and 

connector plate. 
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The second red box bears the Ref.No. 5222-4 N.G. and was specially made for the Nouvelles Galeries. It contains an electric 

locomotive with a Distler motor and four two-axle cars from the 12cm series. In addition there is a light green transformer Ref.No. 

5328 with connector plate. 
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The third red box bears the Ref.No. 5222-4 GLM and was 

specially manufactured for the Galeries Lafayette Marseille. It 

contains an electric locomotive with a Distler motor and 4 two-

axle cars of the 12cm series, one of which is a postal van. Instead 

of a transformer, this box contains a battery box to supply power. 
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Then a fourth red box arrived from France. 

Again she wears the Ref.No. 5322-2 GL and was specially manufactured for the 

Galeries Lafayette in Paris. The enclosed packing slip bears the date 5.10.59 - my 

ninth birthday! 

The contents are well known: the electric locomotive with the Distler motor, a large 

passenger car, a large sleeping car, the light green 8-volt transformer Ref.No. 5328 

from 1957 with terminal connector plate, eight large radius curved rails and four 

short straight rails. The rails have burnished sleepers and therefore match the late 

date of the box. 

 The box itself is in poor condition, but still worth collecting. 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All red boxes were introduced in 1959 and sold until 1960. 
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 BLUE Boxes 

At first I doubted the existence of the blue boxes. When I found the first one, I was puzzled as to whether it was original for S 

gauge or whether the seller had filled an empty gauge 0 box with S gauge pieces. My collector friend and mentor Fred van der 

Lubbe also had doubts!  

But on the Internet I found photos of an original blue box for JEP S gauge and when three blue boxes found their way to me, the 

doubts were eliminated. These blue boxes were believed to have only been marketed in 1955 and 1956. 

 My oldest blue box has the Ref.No. 5822-0 and is from September 1955. It measures 35cm x 26cm. 

The box only 

contains the electric 

locomotive with the 

mushroom shaped 

electrical pick-up 

and the dark green 

transformer. A 

circle of 8 small 

radius curved rails 

and a connector are included. This box is in perfect condition and the 

contents are in their original packaging and have no damage to them! The 

original selling price was 

150 francs (see left). 
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 In November 1956, under the Ref.No. 5222-2 came my second blue box on the market. It measures 44cm x 23cm. 

 

This box is equipped with the electric locomotive with mushroom shaped electrical pick-up, a Pullman saloon car in blue / cream 

and a red postal van. There is also a spacious oval made up of 8 long curves and 4 straight rails. The power supply is provided by 

the well-known light green transformer Ref.No. 5328 with a terminal connector plate.  

 

My third blue box is from December 1956 and also bears the Ref.No. 5222-2. It also measures 44cm x26cm. 
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The content is somewhat different, however. The electric locomotive has the DISTLER motor. Pullman car and postal van are the 

same. Now the train runs on a circle of 8 large radius curved rails and the power is supplied with a 4.5 volt flat battery. A sheet 

metal battery box and a terminal connecting plate are also included. The battery box is switchable: forwards-stop-backwards.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are probably other different blue boxed train sets for JEP S gauge. Maybe I can still find some!  

 

I would like to add that almost all the boxes from France arrived at my place in a completely desolate condition. Often these boxes 

were no longer in a collectable condition. Because of its rarity, I bought these anyway. I then repaired them and added some 

missing components as best as I could. I have contrasted this work to the cardboard in colour so that it can be seen which parts are 

original and which parts have been added. 
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 Boxes with Supplements 

JEP not only packed train sets in cardboard boxes, but also offered switches, rails, transformers and various rolling stock to 

supplement the railway in cardboard boxes. 

The rarest piece is a lime green supplement set with points 

and rails, which was sold under the Ref.No. BA-25 in 

1957. Unfortunately, the only package I have been able to 

find so far is in poor condition.  

 

All other additional sets for points and rails are made from slightly different and very pale cardboard. They have a yellow sticker 

with their reference number. So far I have only found boxes with material for electrical operation. No extra rails were made for the 

clockwork trains. You could buy electric rails, because clockwork trains could run just as well on them! So far I have found the 

following packages: 

• AE-25 for points, always individually packed 

• C-8E, long curved rails for electrical operation 

• 1/2 C-8E, short curves for electrical operation 

• D-8E, straight rails for electrical operation 

My point and rails boxes come in variants. Depending on the production period, the cardboard is greenish, grey-green or grey. The 

stickers also vary depending on the time they were created. In detail these are: 

 

AE-25 for the points. I found greenish, grey-green and grey 

cardboard boxes. The stickers are also slightly different. 
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C8-E, long curved rails for electrical operation. Packed at 8 pieces per 

box. Here, too, I found two variants, both in terms of the cardboard 

and the stickers. The content is also different. There are rails with 

burnished sleepers and rails with zinc-plated sleepers. 

 

 

 

 

 

1/2 C8-E, short curved rails for electrical operation. 

Packed at 8 pieces per box. Two colour variants of 

the cardboard lid. Stickers and content are the same.  
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D-8E, straight rails for electrical operation. 

There is only one length. Packed at 8 pieces 

per box. I found two variants. The cardboard 

boxes are slightly different in colour. The box 

on the left is from 1959 and contains rails 

with burnished sleepers. The box on the right 

contains the older rails with zinc-plated 

sleepers. The stickers are identical.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 A probably very early version of the boxes 

for straight rails is the one labeled D.8. 

 

 The transformers Ref.No. 5308 and Ref.No. 5328 came in grey cardboard boxes. 
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Some rolling stock was also sold as individual items in cardboard boxes.  

With the Ref.No. 5824-LT, the electric steam locomotive with tender 

was only sold separately in 1954 and 1955 in a colourfully printed JEP 

box. 

 

Here the locomotive has no connecting rods and probably never had them. A manufacturing error or intent out of thrift? We won't 

find out. 

Some rolling stock were sold in train sets as well as 

individually. 

In 1955 - 1956 a three-pack with the 12cm coaches came 

onto the market. It bore the Ref.No. 4221 PRV. 

 

The picture above shows two of these boxes with slight 

differences in the lettering on the box. 
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In 1957 the large passenger coaches followed, which were also sold individually until 1960. 

Ref.No. 4241.M was the baggage car with 

seat compartment (WAGON MIXTE).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The sleeping car (WAGON SLEEPING) 

had the Ref.No. 4241.S on its box, my 

copy is from 1958.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And the passenger car (WAGON 

VOYAGEUR) was marked with 

the Ref.No. 4241.V. 
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This series of 20cm wagons was supplemented in 1958 by an low sided open wagon (WAGON PLATEFORME), which was sold 

under the Ref.No. 4291, it was only sold individually until 1960. 

 

The two freight cars of the 12 cm series were only sold individually as a supplement. Both came on the market in 1958 and were 

offered until 1960. The refrigerator STEF car (WAGON FRIGORIFIQUE) bears the Ref.No. 4266.  
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The closed van / baggage car 

(WAGON BAGAGES) bears the 

Ref.No. 4267. 

 My example shown here comes 

from the first series from 1958. 

 

 

 

 

This box (below) does not even exist from JEP. Since I had to pack my wagons when I went to a toy train exhibition, I came up 

with the idea of building a box for the "boxless" freight wagons.  
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 Box Lid Pictures 

Unfortunately, the box lid pictures of the JEP S gauge boxes are all unsigned. So we don't know which graphic artists and 

photographers were involved in the design. Pity! 

Nor do we know where these boxes were made. Did JEP make them themselves in a special section of the factory? Were they 

delivered from a cardboard box factory? Why did the boxes come in different colours? Where were the cover pictures attached? 

These are all questions that I cannot answer. Unfortunately, I cannot research them either, there are no clues. Answers might come 

by chance one day. 

All train sets and the BA-25 supplement set have pretty images on the boxes. 

In 1952 this image was used with the imprint JEP 2142 on the upper edge, it was used exclusively for the railcar set. 

 

 

We find the large box lid picture shown on the next page between 1953 and 

1960. It was always used on the yellow and red boxes and sometimes on the 

green ones. In the left margin we find the name of the printing company 

Lazare-Ferry Paris and in the lower left margin the imprint Réf_2054. 
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In 1954 and 1955 this box lid picture was used on all blue boxes. From 1957 to 1960 we find it on almost all green boxes. It 

shows an imposing steam locomotive at full speed partially hidden by the company logo.  

 

 

There are two different codes on the cover 

images: 2040 and 2041. 

 

 

 

 

The locomotive drawn is 

the JEP Gauge 0 SNCF 

131T introduced in 1955, as 

shown in the picture: 
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I only found the following images once: 

Ref.No. 4211-1 (1953). 

I suspect that an image, previously used for gauge 0, from before 1945 was used here. The blue car in the background makes me 

think of that era. In 1953, JEP was still at the very beginning of the S gauge and maybe that's why they improvised with the cover 

image. At the bottom right we read UNIS-FRANCE No. 199 and the printer's note JEP 2239 at the bottom left. 

  

The locomotive drawn is the JEP Gauge 0 streamlined steam locomotive introduced in 1937 with a 4-4-4 wheel configuration and 

an 8-wheel tender, as shown in the picture: 
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Ref.No. 4221-22 (1960/61). 

This cover image was taken from H0 gauge series and was used at the end of JEP S gauge. In the boxes with this picture, 

remnants of the S gauge were sold off until 1961. Unfortunately, the imprint at the bottom right under the letters JEP can no 

longer be deciphered due to the damage. 

 

The undamaged box of an H0 train set from the collection of Fred van der Lubbe, however, clearly shows the imprint: No 2038.
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9 Accessories from Boxed Sets 

The accessories available for JEP S gauge were not specially developed for this gauge. They were re-used from the 0 gauge and 

the 28mm gauge toy trains. Therefore the accessories cannot be found in the JEP catalogues for model railways, but only in the 

JEP toy catalogues. This S gauge was a toy and aimed at beginners as customers. Hence, correctness in scale was not important, 

even though JEP's advertising claimed the opposite! 

Accessories could never be purchased separately, they were only included in some gift boxes. The number of pieces was 

manageable: 

A station        A signal box  

 

 

A small train stop        A water tower  
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A tunnel available with two different lithographed images 

   

    

 

Bridge arches, in different blue shades

 

 

Everything made from colourfully lithographed tinplate with great detail. 
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There were also small parts: 

Signals            Notice boards 

   

Light poles, many of them damaged                                                                     Telegraph poles                                      

   

Signal bell      Water crane                                                                                                    
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Fence elements, these are rather rare.

 

Four different railway employees                                                            

  

These accessories are also made from lithographed tinplate. 

For my layout, I use additional accessories from JEP and some parts from CR. However, I will not further  discuss or show these  

in this context. 
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10 My Exhibition Layout 

For many years I have been attending model railway exhibitions and meetings where historical and old toy trains are shown. I try 

to show my fellow collectors and the public something new from my collections every year. 

In the course of time, a number of mobile exhibition systems have emerged. For this I have developed a system that consists of 

foldable individual panels and modules. There must be space for all parts in the rear compartment of my motorhome. 

When I found out that S gauge from JEP is almost unknown, I made the decision to build a portable layout and to exhibit it. I 

searched the internet for collectors who are also into JEP S gauge. I wanted to get suggestions and exchange ideas. After a long 

search I found a single collector in France, Stanislas from Tours! We came into contact through his website - difficult, because my 

French is bad and Stanislas speaks neither German nor English. But somehow it worked, because the joy of JEP S gauge 

connects! We agreed to meet at an exhibition in Berlin in October 2019. 

 

So now I had to build a system quickly! 

That seemed easy, because there aren't 

many JEP S gauge accessories that have 

to fit on the layout. A first problem 

arose when I discovered that the track 

geometry was very limited. Because of 

the Y-switches and only two different 

radii of curved rail, I couldn't build very 

imaginatively. In addition, the points 

only can be set manually. So I always 

have to run around the layout if the train 

is to go on another track. Troublesome! 

I find it regrettable that JEP did not 

produce a buffer stop for S gauge. So: I 

built it myself. 

 

 

 

My JEP S gauge layout board is made of 6mm plywood. To stabilize it and to avoid the trains from falling, the plywood panels are 

framed with strips on three sides. The two hinges that connect the panels and form the folding mechanism are also incorporated 

into these strips. 

I set up four different routes on the 

layout: a small circle in the middle for 

clockwork operation and then three 

separate routes for electrical operation. 

So four trains can run at the same time. 

There was the second problem: in the 

test run, the locomotive only ran 

falteringly and sometimes stopped 

completely. The troubleshooting showed 

that I had included a few straight rails 

incorrectly. I hadn't paid attention to 

which single rail was insulated and 

which wasn't. After I fixed this bug, the 

locomotive ran! 
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So as not to get hitches when driving the trains, I 

fed the electrical current twice for each route, on 

the opposite sides of the board. It's very easy with 

the JEP S gauge terminal connecting plates! I 

wound the necessary cable harnesses myself from 

different coloured model cables. 

 

 

The layout is powered by laboratory power 

supplies. The original transformers of the JEP S 

gauge are unfortunately hardly usable because they 

are mostly designed for 110-130 volts. I have a 

stepdown transformer, but I don't like to use it. 

 

 

The motors of the JEP S gauge locomotives are universal motors which can be run with AC or DC. The DISTLER motors have an 

automatic change of direction when operating with alternating current, which does not work when operating with direct current. 

The JEP motors must always be switched manually. 

I painted the frame and the panels in red and yellow. These are the two colours that appear most frequently in the JEP S gauge 

boxes. All rails are attached with screws to the panels. When the system is folded up, the rails that run over the central axis must 

be unscrewed. Unfortunately, that cannot be changed! I numbered everything well and glued numbers to the plate and rail s so 

everything is easy to use. It has proven itself! 

 

My JEP S gauge exhibit had its first "appearance" in 2019 in Berlin. She was very much admired! Stanislas from France in 

particular was very impressed. I had set up many boxes from my collection around the system. There was also all sorts of 

information about this rare train on a wallboard. 
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In addition, I had placed a small 

plateau with a JOUSTRA S 

gauge train set from 1950 on the 

layout. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A little later in 2019 I showed my exhibit and collection in Callenberg / Saxony. That was also a success. 
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The exhibit attracted a lot of attention in January 2020 in the Unimog Museum in Gaggenau / Baden-Württemberg. 

 

   

Because of the Corona situation, my JEP S gauge exhibit has stayed at home from January 2020 until now. At the moment it is in 

my railway room next to a BUB S gauge layout where I can play with it. 
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11 Literature 

As mentioned in the introduction, JEP S gauge leads a shadow 

existence in France as well. I haven't found any reference to JEP S 

gauge in any book on toy trains, except in the French books by 

Clive Lamming. His first book on French toy trains "Cent Ans de 

Train Jouets en France" mentions JEP S gauge only very 

minimally and not entirely correctly. In his more specific books 

"Encyclopedie du Train -Jouet Francais" and "JEP 1902-1964 - 

Les plus beaux trains-jouets de France", however, the JEP S gauge 

products are partially inventoried and described. 

 

In 1999 Edition Atlas published a page on JEP S gauge for a loose-leaf collectors book about model railways. This page was 

published in French and German and shows a photo on the back, which we also find in a book by Clive Lamming. The text is not 

always correct. But it is astonishing that the JEP S gauge is presented here at all! 
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The best sources for getting an overview of JEP S gauge production are the JEP catalogues. Many of these catalogues can be 

viewed on the website of a French collector (http://documents.train-jouet.com/). 

JEP published catalogues for the general public and for dealers. The dealer catalogues generally included not only trains but all 

other JEP toys as well. The products of JEP S gauge are announced for the first time in the 1953 dealer catalogue. The last 

catalogue showing some S-gauge products is the 1960 catalogue. The 1962 price list still shows some S-gauge products, as there 

was still some unsold stock after JEP stopped producing S-gauge trains. The pictures below show some pages from the 1954 

catalogue and the price list for the same year. 

 

 

http://documents.train-jouet.com/
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The pictures below show some pages from the 1959 catalogue and the price list for the same year: 
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Below are the JEP S gauge price lists from 1958, 1960 and 1962 respectively; The price list from 1962 shows that JEP still sold 

residual items even after production of the S gauge was stopped! 
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Many JEP products came with notices and / or instructions. Many of these can also be viewed on the website 

http://documents.train-jouet.com/. Below are some of the instructions and notes that came with the purchases I made for my 

collection. It has not yet been clarified why JEP also had many instructions and accompanying documents printed in two 

languages - French and English. Was export foreseen? 

Some of these papers show the printing company and the month and year the paper was printed:

      

Notes related to the transformer "Poste Secondaire" Ref.No. 5308: 

 

 

 

 

 

http://documents.train-jouet.com/
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Eight pages of instructions that were delivered with blue box Ref.No. 5822-0: 
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Eight pages of instructions that were delivered with blue box Ref.No. 5824-1: 
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Instructions enclosed with blue box Ref.No. 5222-2: 
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Instructions enclosed with green box Ref.No. 5222-R: 
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Page with instructions supplied with the red box Ref.No. 5322-2 GL. The English texts are very amusing to read! There wasn't a 

native speaker at work here, but a Frenchman with a dictionary. Some English text passages can only be understood if one can 

understand the original French text. 
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The inside of the lid of some (green) cardboard boxes show some track plans. 
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The inside of the lid of the supplement set with switches and rails also shows various track plans. 

 

 

These track plans were created at the "green table": 

They cannot be used with electric trains since they have S-curves. In order to build this, you have to put curved rails against each 

other. As a result, insulated and uninsulated rails come together and there is a short circuit! One can of course do that with 

clockwork rail. 
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12 Listing of Product Numbers 

 

The S gauge products manufactured over the years, organized with Ref.No. 

Ref.No. Year of production Description 

2SE 1953-1960 Terminal Connecting Plate 

4211-1    1953-1959    Train Set, Streamlined loco/tender, 1 Coach   Yellow Box 

4211-22    1953-1959    Train Set, Streamlined loco/tender, 2 Coaches, Accessories  Yellow Box 

4214-1    1954  Train Set, Streamlined loco/tender, 1 Coach, 2  Railway workers 

4214-22    1954  Train Set, Streamlined loco/tender, 2 Coaches, Many accessories    

4221-2     1953-1954 Train Set, Clockwork loco/tender, 2 Coaches, 6 Rails 

4221-22   1953-1954    Train Set, Clockwork loco/tender, 2 Coaches, Many accessories, 10 Rails   

Yellow Box 

4221.PRV   1955-1956    Supplement: 3 Coaches in a box 

4221.P    1953-1960    Supplement: 2 Axle Postal van  

4221.R     1953-1960    Supplement: 2 Axle Restaurant car  

4221.V    1953-1960    Supplement: 2 Axle Salon-Pullman car 

4222-2    1954-1956    Train Set, Clockwork electric loco, 2 Coaches Yellow Box 

4222-22   1955  Train Set, Clockwork electric loco, 2 Coaches Yellow Box, Many accessories 

4222-L  1954  Supplement: Clockwork electric loco 

4224-2     1954 Train Set, Clockwork loco/tender, 2 Coaches, 8 Rails 

4224-22   1954 Train Set, Clockwork loco/tender, 2 Coaches, Many accessories, 12 Rails   

4224-LT   1954 Supplement: Clockwork loco/tender 

4241.M    1957-1960    Supplement: Passenger car with luggage compartment on 4-wheel bogies 

4241.R     1957-1960    Supplement: Sleeping car on 4-wheel bogies 

4241.V    1957-1960    Supplement: Passenger car on 4-wheel bogies 

4266     1958-1960    Supplement: Refrigerator car STEF 

4267     1958-1960     Supplement: Baggage car 

4291     1958-1960     Supplement: Low sided open wagon 

4250-21    1956      Train Set, Railcar with accessories  Colourful JEP Box 

4350-21    1952      Train Set, Railcar with accessories  Colourful JEP Box 

5222-2    1954-1956   Train Set, Battery electric loco, 2 Coaches  Blue Box 

5222-S   1960  

5222-4 GLM    1959   Special edition for Galeries Lafayette Marseille   Red Box 

5222-4 N.G.     1959    Special edition for Nouvelles Galeries   Red Box 

5222-R     1957    Train Set, Electric loco, Sleeping car  Green Box 

5322-2 G.L.    1959    Special edition for Galeries Lafayette Paris   Red Box 

5322-3    1959    Train Set, Electric loco, 3 coaches  Green Box 

5322-T     1957-1960  

5322-2T   1957-1960  

5308     1959 Transformer "Poste Secondaire" 

5328     1957-1960    Transformer Green 

5348     1959   Transformer  

5821-1     1953 Train Set, Electric loco/tender, 1 Coach 

5821-3     1953 Train Set, Electric loco/tender, 3 Coaches 

5822-0   1955    Train Set, only an Electric loco  Blue Box 

5822-2    1954-1958    Train Set, Electric loco, 3 Coaches Yellow Box 

5822-L    1954  Supplement: Electric loco 

5824-1    1954-1958    Train Set, Electric loco/tender, 1 Coach   Yellow Box 

5824-3    1954-1955    Train Set, Electric loco/tender, 3 Coaches  Yellow Box 

5824-LT   1954-1955   Supplement: elektrische Dampflok +Tender   bunter JEP Karton 

5828 1953-1959 Transformer 110V 

66-04 1959-1960 Level Crossing 

AE-25    1954-    Supplement: Point 

BA-25    1957    Supplement: Rails and points  Green Box 

C-8E 1956-1960 Curved rails  

D-8E 1956-1960 Straight rails  

1/2C-8E 1956-1960 8 Half Curved rails 

CE-25/8 1953- 8 Curved rails 

DE-25/8 1953- 8 Straight rails 

C-25/8 1957- 8 Curved rails 
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D-25/8 1957- 8 Straight rails 

1/2C-25/8 1957- 8 Half Curved rails 

JEP 12S    1959-1961   Train Set, Clockwork loco/tender, 1 Sleeping car   Green Box 

JEP 14S     1958-1961 Same as JEP 4S, but loco/tender instead of electric loco 

JEP 2S    1958-1961    Train Set, Clockwork electric loco, 1 Sleeping car  Green Box 

JEP 3S       1959-1961 Train Set, Clockwork electric loco, 1 Sleeping car, Passenger car   Green Box 

JEP 4S       1959-1961 Same as JEP 3S with extra rails and points 

 

If you, dear reader, have any further or other information on the dating of my collected pieces, I would be very grateful for a 

message. There is still a lot in the dark about JEP S gauge. 
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The author of this book, Claudia Nagel, and the editor, Fred van der Lubbe, play and show 

trains from their collections in Germany and the Netherlands. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The idea for this book and the editing came 

from Fred. 

Claudia documented her JEP S gauge 

collection and provided text and photos. 

Anselm Geske from Berlin made his photos 

from Claudia's collection available. 
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